TEAGUE Multi Choking One Barrel (Including Choke Reproofing*) £185.00
TEAGUE Multi Choking Two Barrels (Including Choke Reproofing*) £370.00
Choke Adjustment Per Barrel £90.00
Choke Adjustment to a specific Cartridge/Distant Per Barrel £125.00
Forcing Cone Lengthening and Polishing Per Barrel (Proofing extra) £65.00
Chamber Resleeving One Barrel (Including Proofing*) £325.00
Chamber Resleeving Two Barrels (Including Proofing*) £465.00
Rifle Barrel Screw Cut (Including Proofing*) £180.00
Removal of Seized Chokes Per Barrel £95.00
Reproof (Including steel shot) £120.00

*Please note: Reproof for Steel Shot will incur an additional £30.00 surcharge.
Choke Tubes, Choke Case and Choke Key to be purchased separately.

Thin Wall Chokes
Flush £48.00
Extended £57.00
Ported £77.00
Super Extended £64.00
Super Extended Ported £85.00
Choke Case £18.00
Choke Key £18.00

Prices valid from October 2021